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Chapter 552: Angry American Internet users. 

Among Marine’s superiors were foreign students on a work-study program and among them Chinese 

who wanted to earn extra money, settle and work in the United States. 

This morning, a promotional video filmed by Monster Heavy Industry spilled discreetly between this 

group, so this video was immediately uploaded from the Google video site, then this group split the 

video, and after splitting it into several short and long videos, they will use these pieces of videos to 

share them on different channels in the forums after making changes to them. 

This group of senior Marines, after reviewing the video, discussed how to change the content of the 

message piece by piece in the group. 

Admin 01 said: “Before posting it, everyone should first enter two points. The first point is to point out 

that this equipment has been used in China for six months. The second point is to point out that in 

China, and this equipment is highly regarded by the government and the US government plans to 

establish such wastewater treatment centers in all cities within five years. “ 

“Boss, do they really have this plan?” O7 asked. 

“How would I know? Are you stupid? I don’t know, even Americans don’t know, just say it by mouth. 

Either way, it stirs up the emotions of their people, and creating this kind of equipment in China is 

already very common. Proud and arrogant Americans will definitely get their hair pulled,” Administrator 

01 said then turned to 05: “O5, what is the situation on your side?” 

“I just posted it on Facebook, and I also added names of a few professors who focus on protecting the 

environment. It seems like there is nothing moving,” A foreign student sitting in the library at the 

University of Chicago, Sitting in a corner, quietly typing in the computer. In his ~ study ~ work ~ 

programs 

This classmate named Jiang Cheng chose a rather unpopular sideline, however, what we do not know is 

that he is particularly profitable in his secondary activity in the US Navy because when he typed a 

hundred clicks he made a dollar, and when his performance is good, he could earn up to eight thousand 

dollars a month. 

“I was on a forum where environmentalists were concentrating, and the result seemed to be good. The 

comments below started becoming popular. They are discussing and want to go to the official 

Environmental Protection Agency site to complain,” replied 05. 

“I’m counting on ~ I’m counting on ~ I’m counting on ~” A little nervous, Jiang Cheng, who was 

constantly refreshing the web page, suddenly covered his mouth, hammering his thighs, trying to hold 

his heart in excitement. 

“05, my post was reprinted by these well-known environmentalists, and they were shocked...” 

“... My post was just recommended by the title of this forum.” 

Over ten minutes later, the mood in the group gradually became lively. Almost everyone shows off their 

accomplishments and shares interesting user posts with screenshots. Then everyone got on fire and 



carried on the next wave of beats, as the headlines used to grab viewers’ attention were exaggerated 

one by one, but no matter how over the top the final title is or how much the shared video is short. At 

the end of these articles, the initial link will be attached to the world’s largest video site, the YouTube 

How big is YouTube 

There are over 100 million users worldwide and almost a third of all internet users worldwide watch 

videos on this site every day. Of course, China can not go up here, we have Youku iQiyi 

YouTube headquarters are located in San Bruno, California, hundreds of employees gather here to take 

care of the maintenance of the entire video site. Today is no different, a boring day. 

Chattaway, a 25-year-old content review editor, felt a little miserable after morning work because he 

hadn’t found any interesting videos for several days. He couldn’t dig any interesting videos, and he 

doesn’t want to talk about his work because he only got a few pennies in bonus. 

After brewing a cup of coffee, Chataway sat down at the computer, in a boring mood, looking at the 

intricate data graphs on the screen that looked like stock lines. This is a video from around the world 

uploaded to its server today. The lines represent the state of each video, and finally, various fluctuation 

curves are calculated by big data. Chattaway wanted to take a video of the existing potential of these 

curves. He then clicked on those videos to watch them and judge if there was any recommendation 

value. Data is calculated based on the number of video clicks, viewing time, and message status from 

registered users. 

On the screen, the lines fluctuated one by one, and whenever there was a large fluctuation, Chataway 

would click to look at it. He just looked at a few in a row, they were all kind of vulgar blogger eyeballs 

and had no value. 

Chattaway, who was drinking coffee, kept switching between 100 groups and 100 groups. Suddenly he 

almost spat out a sip of coffee with a “pouf” on the screen when he saw a red curve on the data card 

that had just switched, like a rocket, and he stood straight up in place. 

Everything else is at the bottom of the curve, but this curve made a direct rocket-like climb, almost 

every time he refreshed it, it crosses a scale used to measure data scores. 

Chattaway has never seen such a situation, at least not in the area he is responsible for. He only heard of 

Justin Bieber doing this. In the little video above, the data had flown out of the path like a rocket. 

The heart rate shot up to one hundred and five in an instant. Chattaway started opening this video while 

he was ecstatic in his heart. It must be a big star’s video, and he finally seized the opportunity to get a 

look. 

[Strong ionization industrial wastewater purifier]? 

“What is that?” Chattaway clicked on the video and extracted the data below. As a result, his eyes 

almost locked. Registered users who viewed the video amounted to 12,300 and leftover 13,700 

comments? 



It was not a video of a big star. At first, Justin Bieber’s video snapped hundreds of thousands of clicks in 

just ten minutes, but the number of user comments was only about one in ten. It turned out to be rated 

at 1.5 stars. 

“The backward country, China, needs to promote this kind of equipment in various cities. Is our 

Department of Environmental Protection eating shit? Our taxpayers’ money must have been spent on 

travel and vacations for government officials. My God, we need it in the Great Lakes, which are heavily 

targeted by heavy metals. I am a resident of the St. Lawrence River. On behalf of the people here, I 

strongly demand from the government a set of this equipment and also the import to purify our river.” 

Watching the entire video, Chattaway was outraged. 

“Is our Department of Environmental Protection eating shit?” Angry Chattaway used his utmost 

authority to open a recommendation channel for this video. 

If this video was said to have done a rocket view climb before, then when it opened it up as a 

recommended channel, this video had a spaceship climb with a curved motor. 

In the United States, countless people suddenly saw this video. 

............ 

The United States National Environmental Protection Agency is headquartered in Washington, and this 

powerful department is in charge of controlling anthropogenic pollution in the United States. It has 

more than 20,000 employees and has 17 environmental research laboratories. More than 700 

employees work hard in the headquarters building. Naturally, they don’t have the ability to watch online 

video entertainment at will. 

Today is an ordinary day at the Environmental Complaints Bureau, with dozens of employees working in 

boredom at their desks. Here they receive environmental complaints about the Internet from all over 

the United States, and there is a huge electronic map on the wall. Whenever a complaint is submitted by 

users, a small red dot will appear on the map. 

If the little red dots are concentrated, it means there is a serious problem of environmental pollution. 

When there are more than ten complaints in the area, the employees will formally carry out 

investigative work. Everything is normal, who would have the right to complain early in the morning? 

Suddenly. 

“Ding Dong ~” 

An employee’s computer sent a message reminding someone to make a complaint through the official 

website’s complaint channel. 

A small red dot has lit up on the electronic board on the large screen. 

“A farmer from the St. Lawrence River,” The employee choked on his mouth and clicked on the 

complaint message. 

“You guys who only sit at the desk and blow the air conditioning on, please take a look at this video.” 



“Huh?” The employee looked at the information inexplicably. 

“Dingdong ~” 

The computer next to him also rang. This time the complaint area is in Washington. 

“Why has this kind of equipment been used in a town in China for six months, but none of your farts?” 

“Dingdong ~” 

“Idiots, you are all idiots ~” 

“Dingdong ~” 

“Dingdong ~” 

“Dingdong ~” ... 

Slowly, dozens of Environmental Complaints Bureau employees stood up involuntarily, as if stunned, 

looking at the red dots on the electronic map. 

Like storms, the red dots have spread rapidly through all 50 states of the United States and their 

numbers are no longer counted. 

Accompanied by the harsh sound of ding-dong, people mistakenly thought it was a Resident Evil 

explosion. 

“Quickly ~ download this video and call a specialist to inquire.” 

Chapter 553: Monster Heavy Industry Response (1). 

......After tens of minutes, EPA director Lancelot and his secretary rushed into the conference room 

where there were about 20 heads of different offices and dozens of staff. The electronic map of the 

Office of Environmental Complaints was projected onto the large projection screen. There has never 

been a situation like this before.The electronic map of the fifty states is all red, with red dots covering 

almost everything on the map. There were over 24,000 complaints online, and the number is growing 

rapidly. Almost all of the comments are linked to a video.[Strong ionization industrial wastewater 

purifier].The video has yet to be watched by officials, and yet they are in the conference room in a panic. 

They were thinking just in case, and this video is the sort of shady news that the Virgin of the 

Environment has been filmed risking her life undercover for many years. So these complaints today are a 

reminder that will plunge them into a huge crisis.China has been mentioned several times in the posts. 

Could it be a shocking basket of environmental pollution that a US-based Chinese company stabbed 

them in the back?Looking at the complaints online that have exceeded 25,000, EPA Director Lancelot 

was ready to give an explanation to the extremely angry American people. If it was really the ghost of 

the Chinese company posed in America, it will immediately announce on the official website that the 

company will be brought to justice, and its director will be removed from office, all to appease the angry 

people.When everyone was there, Director Lancelot nodded and signaled that they could start viewing 

the video. A moment later, the lighting in the conference room was dim and the projector was emitting 

a flirtatious light.”How much harm does industrial pollution bring to man and nature?”The start of the 

video was a gray and white documentary style in which the male narrator emitted a loud sound 

criticizing photographs of polluted industrial water, and giving shocking statistics.In the dignified and 



silent conference room, people were surprised by the voice of the male narrator because he spoke in 

Chinese, but luckily English subtitles are aptly added to the video at the very bottom of the 

image.Director Lancelot and a group of people are a bit inexplicable. This man was talking about 

pollution in China, and there was no connection with the United States. Lancelot and the others could 

only watch patiently.The intro lasted thirty seconds, and when the image on the screen rotated, a huge 

monster logo similar to a movie appeared. After that, there was another bend, and the image became a 

medium-scale chemical wastewater treatment plant.The camera slowly passed through the treatment 

plant and the narrator continued the introduction: “This treatment plant has to treat 100,000 tons of 

industrial wastewater every day. Six months ago, this wastewater treatment plant could only classify 

polluted water into four types of water pollution, organic pollution, inorganic pollution, metal pollution, 

and color pollution, and then pour it into a water treatment tank separately through sedimentation, 

oxidation tank, biological filter, and secondary sedimentation processes, and the wastewater is 

transformed into wastewater that meets national discharge standards.”After watching part of the video, 

this obsolete equipment, and the wastewater discharge that meets the standards, Lancelot’s secretary 

couldn’t help but laugh at this wastewater treatment method that was behind the American technology. 

If these factories can exist in the United States, not only factories, even more, even sewage treatment 

plants will be fined.This video appeared to introduce sewage treatment equipment produced by 

Monster Heavy Industry, and Director Lancelot was patient and continued to watch the video.Indeed, 

after presenting the situation six months in one minute ago, today’s wastewater treatment plant has 

changed its appearance. There are no longer different treatment tanks, only a large-scale wastewater 

concentration tank in the middle, and the wastewater produced by different companies was mixed, and 

even though the screen was in front, Director Lancelot unconsciously covered his nose.Director Lancelot 

couldn’t help but feel quite an absurdly ridiculous feeling in his heart while watching the screen close-up 

because the particular shape of the sewage treatment equipment looked a bit like a boat in this sewage 

basin which has abandoned its classification.......The chemical industries as well as the metal, printing, 

and plastics industries discharge different mixes of untreated wastewater separately, just relying on 

equipment that looks like ceramic membrane filtration technology has caused countless chefs to scream 

high-tech. These stupid bosses really didn’t understand science at all.”God is there, and he cannot save 

this sewage basin. This device should not be a ceramic membrane, but no matter what it is, it cannot 

separate the contaminants inside,” someone has come to this conclusion.The male narrator continued 

to say, “A strong industrial ionization plant for wastewater treatment is activated! Wastewater analysis 

is at 5%... 12%... 17%... Is it still under test? Haha ~ it is a real increase in knowledge. The tests are 

complete, the ionization preset when calculating the loading range, the calculation is complete and the 

directional start will begin.”The next moment, a light purple float in the huge sewage basin 

appeared.”Ah! Discolored?”In the meeting room, someone curiously shouted: “Is this a computer 

special effect?” It looks very real.””Wait ~ Look at the sewage.” A staff member in the front row pointed 

to the sewage under the equipment in surprise. Where it was pointing, there was a purple float that is 

uncovered in the red, sinking slowly inside the strange equipment, then there appeared a drop of 

pollutant as bright red as blood, and everyone here understood that it was, in fact, pink sewage, the 

color that had appeared after being concentrated.A drop of red, earth-like solid pollutant along the pipe 

above the equipment drains into a dry room next to the facility into the waste collection bin.”Just a 

drop!” Lancelot, the director of the US Environmental Protection Agency, and all the staff in the 

conference room, had a sudden heartbeat.Then the drops followed, the second drop, the third drop... in 

the basin of waste which dries quickly, it looks like someone is pouring fine bright red sand there. This 



inexplicable technological method of depositing the solid waste extracted from sewage was like fine 

roots.A needle had fiercely pierced their hearts, letting their blood pressure rise rapidly as well as their 

breathing.Then the screen went into a quick-release mode, and an electronic clock in the top right 

corner showed the exact time of the quick release.Two minutes later, they were stunned to find that the 

sewage pool that had been sentenced to death by them turned from dark brown to pink, and the water 

quality improved dramatically.Three minutes later, the water quality turned light yellow and it had met 

discharge standards set by the US Environmental Protection Agency.Four minutes later, in the sewage 

basin, clear, transparent water was quietly contained in the basin. In the garbage pool next door, bright 

red solid pollutants resembling fine sand were piled into a hill.Their perception of the wastewater 

treatment process was completely shattered. They forgot about the shock, for it was beyond the limits 

of their comprehension. Is this kind of thing that violates physics and science really stood?”...”Lancelot 

was very innocent, and looked helplessly at the subordinates around him, and asked with difficulty: 

“You..., who know, is that true?””Should... should... that’s wrong.””I think it should be true. I think our 

Great Lakes have finally found a solution to deal with heavy metal residues in siltation. 

Chapter 554: Monster Heavy Industry Response (2). 

“This sort of thing cannot be faked because in the video the company that produces this equipment and 

the location of the sewage treatment plant that are commissioned are shown. According to the time 

announced on the video screen, such purification equipment can meet the needs of an ordinary city’s 

wastewater treatment industry. We do not know how many times this equipment can be reused.” 

“But I know that soon this sewage treatment plant is going to be requested by national environmental 

protection agencies around the world, which is a real headache.” 

“But why should Internet users pity and insult us?” 

Director Lancelot was upset if the video he saw was true. The science and technology it represents have 

completely overtaken the technology of the United States in wastewater treatment. He is the director of 

the National Environmental Protection Agency, managing 20,000 employees across the country and 17 

environmental research laboratories, but this will all be a thing of the past because this industrial 

wastewater treatment equipment is the future, ah if this technology is at hand and if it can be used on a 

large scale in this world, water pollution will no longer be a problem, and countless polluting companies 

can see this company as a God. 

“It seems that many environmentalists on the internet who re-posted this video are wondering why 

backward China has such advanced sewage treatment equipment. And it has been running for six 

months, which prompted them to launch the second generation of products,” Environmental 

Complaints Bureau chief Fei Kuai Hui reported. 

“They are scolding us for finding a perfect solution and making a plan for the Great Lakes pollution 

problem and the national industrial pollution plan must not be called into question.” 

“Right now, immediately, on behalf of the US Environmental Protection Agency, contact this company.” 

Lancelot after being shocked by the electricity got up from the chair and looked at his secretary 

resolutely: “We certainly cannot keep our eyes open and be indifferent to such advanced technology. 



Tell this company, I will visit it in person. We can cooperate, and we can invest massive amounts of 

money to help them continue to develop this product.” 

“Yes!” The secretary next to him immediately acquiesced. 

“In addition, it has been stated on the official website that we can immediately enter into cooperative 

negotiations with this company, and as such, we will endeavor to allow American cities to use this 

equipment as soon as possible and in this way, we will be able to calm the anger of Internet users.” 

Lancelot stood and turned around, like a frog in hot water: “I’m going to inform the President’s 

Secretary’s office again, I want to report this matter and let the White House invite again this Chinese in 

the name of the government.” 

Lancelot anxiously arranged the plan, the secretary on the side, and quickly logged into Google with a 

laptop to search for the company called Monster Heavy Industry, then followed the above email 

address. To access the official English version of the official document. He simply turned the laptop 

around, desperately wanting to know their answer, expecting no refusal. Just like no player can refuse 

Real Madrid’s call, and no basketball kid can resist the temptation of the NBA Dream Team. 

Lancelot felt that as a representative of the most powerful organization for the protection of mankind’s 

environmental resources, this company, which Monster Heavy Industry seems to have heard of from 

him, also cannot refuse the temptation to be helped from his. go. Him, the director, is going to come in 

person, how big is the glory of Monster Heavy Industry. 

“Wait for ~ Headmaster, what did they say?” The secretary screamed in surprise. 

Lancelot could no longer hold the secretary’s frame at this point, picked up the secretary, grabbed the 

laptop, and read the company’s response. 

“The other part responded so quickly, I think they appreciate it a lot.” 

“Dear United States Environmental Protection Agency, thank you for your technical and financial 

support,” Lancelot read this response verbatim: “After careful consideration, we have decided to give 

the following response. Cooperation can be achieved over the next century. You shouldn’t be coming 

here this century. Please witness our miracles in protecting the environment.” 

“What?” 

“What does this mean?” 

“Cooperate in the next century!” 

“Doesn’t that mean he has to wait over eighty years?” Headmaster Lancelot instantly understood, the 

other part laughed at them. In the next century, they will have no more bones. Monster Heavy Industry 

is so daring. 

Director Lancelot put one hand on the computer, and the other hand clenched in a fist and motioned: 

“Is there any response from the Office of the President’s Secretary, I want to see the President right 

away?” 



“Already... He already answered.” The secretary looked into his eyes. Just like Hiroshima moaning and 

burning in the fire, this company is so brave, they are dead. 

Half an hour later, Director Lancelot rushed to the White House in a special car. He didn’t have an 

inspection, just a verification of his identity, and he met Mr. President in the Oval Office. 

Compared to when he was sworn in, Mr. President’s temper was more restrained and there seemed to 

be more wrinkles on his face. 

“Mr. President, there is a vital matter which must be brought to your attention.” 

Lancelot tried to calm his agitated mood, he put the computer tablet he had brought with him on the 

desk which symbolized supreme power and passed the video for Mr. President to see it. 

“What’s the matter, the secretary told me earlier that your Environmental Protection Agency received 

over 30,000 environmental complaints online within hours.” The President supported his chin with both 

hands, not too worried in his tone. 

“It has nothing to do with the pollution of the domestic environment. It is a contradiction caused by this 

video.” Director Lancelot turned up the volume a little and then waited quietly for the President to finish 

watching the video. 

“Okay.” 

Lancelot noticed a detail. Why Mr. President’s calm expression immediately was choked a bit when he 

saw the Monster Heavy Industry logo? 

The Environmental Protection Agency is only responsible for the national environmental pollution 

program and is considered a very independent department. Director Lancelot, of course, didn’t know 

much about it, and Mr. President gave a bit of the later story, and he soon realized that there was a lot 

of content in it. 

Mr. President’s expression became more and more bizarre as the video progressed. Towards the end of 

the video, Mr. President’s expression was even a little funny and nervous. Before the end of the video, 

the President was clapping with one hand on the table, his eyes turned to the sunny window. He 

seems... to deliberately avoid meeting his gaze. 

“Mr. Chairman, this is a response from Monster Heavy Industry to our Environmental Protection Agency. 

They have actually informed me, and the Environmental Protection Agency to wait until the next 

century to cooperate with them.” Director Lancelot showed the electronic response and wanted to 

invite the president to take a look. 

“Hmm...” Mr. President took a quick glance and then turned around. 

“Mr. President, if we cannot bring this system to the United States. Environmentalists across the country 

will certainly use cowboy tenacity to entangle us firmly. Ordinary people will definitely... I want to ask 

you. Give an order to the spokesperson for the White House and the national channel, to this 

company...” Director Lancelot said as he said, but he found that he could not continue and became 

surprised and uncertain... because Mr. President, was not listening to his report at all. Instead, he gritted 



his teeth and whispered: “Damn, this is deliberate. This is retaliation. It’s revenge. It’s impossible. It’s a 

scam by Monster Heavy Industry against me. Oops, People will definitely protest.” 

“Mr. President, are you... well?” Headmaster Lancelot unconsciously took two steps back. 

“I’m fine.” The President suddenly turned his head, his eyes very unnatural: “It is a hoax, and the White 

House spokesman did not take note and the national channels opposite either. He simply cannot reject.” 

“But... But the video has been verified.” 

“It’s your case. The object of people’s anger is you. You have to solve this case yourself.” 

Chapter 555: Dangerous Circle. 

Of course, people are angry about the Gulf of Mexico pollution incident that shocked the world and 

happened a few years ago, and so far there are still all kinds of pollution everywhere in this gulf. In 

addition, it should not be forgotten to mention that the inner environmental consciousness of the 

American people is much stronger than that of the people of developing countries. 

There is an idiom called ‘creative chaos’, and as a country established in democracy and also the creator 

of the internet, it is good for people to make their point, but they are not too keen to help. 

For example, the National Environmental Protection Agency published a special statement on its official 

website, planning to cooperate with this company called Monster Heavy Industry. But within five 

minutes, the statement was withdrawn. In the end, netizens questioned why the agency went back on 

its statement and complained, so the agency made a vague explanation saying that this technology has 

not yet been studied and is not necessarily suitable for the United States and they have to investigate. 

“Why?” 

“In five minutes you turned around. We paid taxes for you to deceive citizens like that?” 

“You must give us a reasonable answer. We have verified the authenticity of this video. Our factories 

need this type of wastewater treatment equipment.” 

“Arrogant America is so arrogant to ignore this technology.” 

A concerned environmentalist pointed out that, “China is promoting this technology on a large scale, but 

you both apologize?” 

Just one day after the release of the powerful industrial ionization wastewater purifier was posted on 

major websites and forums in the United States, only on YouTube, the video click-through rate has 

exceeded 5 million. It spread like fire, and most of it was down to the navy. From now on, their posts will 

no longer be deleted, as it has become a hot topic, and their new information is first-hand. 

The next day, the National Environmental Protection Agency faced a protest on its ground, the news of 

which spread to the White House. 

Because people are up to the task here, they just go to the official White House website to express their 

anger. 



The real fatal blow to American internet users was a notice posted on the official Monster Heavy 

Industry website. 

The notice said Monster Heavy Industry, which is committed to protecting the environment, had 

entered into a cooperation agreement with the state. The deal called for Monster Heavy Industry to 

supply the technology and take the lead in establishing a large-scale industrial wastewater treatment 

center in the state to come and contribute to the global industrial wastewater problem. So what kind of 

country is this bird that doesn’t shit? 

Proud to be American, it is surprising that this country called China, which needs to go to Google to find 

a place, is more active than the United States, and is more important than the United States in the 

protection of the world. ‘environment? Besides, even he decided to introduce this kind of technology. 

Why is the United States indifferent here? 

In fact... Not only are American Internet users so confused but many Internet users in other countries 

are bewildered. 

Industrial pollution is the most serious problem of global environmental pollution. When other countries 

noticed this video, they immediately contacted Monster Heavy Industry through various channels. 

However, the responses they received were extremely stereotypical, the response was that the product 

could not be mass-produced at the moment and could not meet the supply needs of various countries. 

So why did Thailand Country show this article? 

The Monster Heavy Industry replied: “Six months ago a company in Thailand came to discuss 

cooperation.” From now on, only domestic projects will be programmed over three years, and we can 

only wait slowly. 

The cooperation started six months ago. This is, of course, false information. Cooperation with the Thai 

side is just a pretext to stimulate the Americans. Cooperation only started today. 

...... 

In order to do this well, Ba Sucha specially traveled to Shanghai to discuss with Ye Qing the project to 

build a large-scale sewage treatment plant in his country. 

In the company meeting room of Monster Heavy Industry, not only Ba Sucha but also representatives 

from many cities across China, gathered here to discuss a new cooperation project for the sewage 

treatment plant. 

At the meeting, Ye Qing proposed a rental, not a sales plan, the rental of the equipment is valued at 5 

million Yuan a year, but it cannot be purchased at this time. 

“Why? No city can refuse this product from your business. I think we can discuss the price slowly. ” The 

representative of the Beijing municipal government, who is wealthy and powerful, looked at Ye Qing 

innocently. It looks like he’s got the idea to buy eighteen sets. 

“Because this product is composed of three parts, this set of equipment is not only sewage treatment 

equipment. It also supports the construction of sewage and wastes ponds and destruction equipment. 

Environmental protection of purified solid pollutants. Currently, Shanghai City uses electric sludge 



incineration furnaces. The equipment is seriously obsolete. Our company has provided a full set of 

processing equipment, which we required to provide technicians for operation and maintenance. The 

second point is to prevent the technology from leaking. “ 

About this, Ye Qing showed a slight confident smile, “Everyone understands what level of technology 

this equipment represents. Now, many foreign governments and companies have shown great interest 

in this equipment. We have chosen not to sell this equipment, so as not to lose ownership of the 

equipment. Also because as soon as the equipment arrives in foreign countries, our core technology 

may be cracked. The third is the price, if Beijing can afford to buy it, it doesn’t mean that small towns 

can afford it. Renting can avoid huge purchases. “ 

“We provide the technical equipment, representing half of the shares, and you provide the site and the 

buildings. Sanitation costs are collected from companies. While working together to create a better 

environment for the city, you can also save a lot of wastewater treatment costs and turn them into 

profits. “ 

“This plan is good.” A representative of an economically underdeveloped city in Anhui Province smiled in 

embarrassment, “The problem of water pollution is part of our heart disease. But seeing this magical 

gear, we are really not sure we can buy it. Well said.” 

“Now we choose the rental and that way we also eliminate the cost of the need for maintenance work. 

In the event of an unlimited extension of the contract, then we have no problem and we still have 

several great advantages. Wastewater treatment works from factories are not outsourced to foreign 

technology companies. Leave it to them, and our own companies in China have our company for people 

to feel comfortable. “ 

The meeting lasted until the afternoon, and no city could resist the temptation of such a powerful 

industrial ionization wastewater purifier. Of course, cities without chemical pollution factories don’t 

need them. And some areas where polluting companies are concentrated are doomed to rent them out 

The execution time of the cooperation plan is also classified according to the severity of the pollution. 

This set of equipment cannot be mass-produced at the moment, so Ye Qing had to prioritize the 

satisfaction of the most polluted areas. 

The cooperation plan is negotiated by the directors of the company, and the corresponding equipment 

operators must also be recruited and trained immediately. 

As for the choice of shareholder cooperation, in addition to preventing equipment from flowing into 

foreign countries, it is mainly because Ye Qing is not short of money now, not to mention being afraid of 

cracking technology foreign, this set of equipment is a product of black monster technology, the 

operation procedures of which are entered by Monster Factory by magical means. Not to mention the 

strangers, there is no way Electrocrystalline can help. 

How much can they pay for each ton of wastewater treated, to make the long water flow profitable? 

With this set of equipment, wastewater treatment is no longer a loss-making business by gritting our 

teeth and injecting money, it is the golden rooster that lays eggs, the golden rooster that makes the 

whole world madly jealous. It is estimated that a city the size of Shanghai will receive at least 100 million 



dividends per year. Plus cities across the country add up and when these cooperative plans are 

announced tomorrow, the American people will be further stimulated. 

Thinking about this, Ye Qing happily returned to the office. Five minutes later, Ba Sucha came running. 

Chapter 556: These thieves are poisonous. 

Of course, there are cooperation projects with other countries to build sewage treatment plants. It is 

just that the environmental survey, project demonstration, site selection, and construction procedures 

can be completed on time. 

Ba Sucha did not come to Shanghai primarily for this, otherwise, he would quietly send a few employees 

to discuss the procedures. He came simply performing the task that Ye Qing had given him 

magnificently. 

The probe flashed into the office and Ba Sucha, who had already contacted the thieves, then called boss 

Ye Qing directly. 

“Boss, what you explained is almost done. Now we are just waiting for the police to finish the 

arrangement, and our plan to catch the rat can be completed,” after walking through the door in a dark 

blue suit, he rarely changed into a costume. Ba Sucha took out a Chinese version of the report from the 

Hermes leather bag and handed it to Ye Qing sitting at the desk. The report was entirely handwritten, 

the handwriting was simple, and the report size was like a student’s font. According to the report, Ba 

Sucha’s subordinates with inappropriate behavior managed to team up with this group of people. 

I have to say that the brains of these subordinates are so good that they can be used as detectives. 

Although they had no experience in contact with black roads, the Ba Sucha side was impressed with the 

various business plans they came up with when dealing with this group of people. 

Now that this group of people has chosen the second illegal transaction method, there are many 

reasons for this group to hide their whereabouts, for example, they very technically came up with an 

unmanned transaction plan i.e. it’s nobody, they’re nobody. 

Forty kilograms of rhodium does not require a large area. The density of rhodium metal is so high that 

forty kilograms can be packed in a small suitcase. The two parties confirmed the location of the planned 

transaction, and they concealed the rhodium metal in advance with the security device nearby and then 

notified them by phone for inspection. 

After the inspection is completed, payment for the goods is directly transferred to an overseas account 

and in order to prevent them from running away after taking the goods, they will secretly monitor the 

box which contained rhodium metal elsewhere, and once if this happens, the safety device will be 

activated. 

Judging by the fact that they can match the terrifying thermite, this safety device will never be as simple 

or gentle as the audible “beep beep ~ beep ~” alarm. 

...... 

There are people who behead and sell and buy, and no one is doing business at a loss. 

...... 



According to normal thinking, if there is no grievance between the two parties, any party that tears up 

the deal will only lose everything. Even if this group of thieves went back on what had been agreed, and 

after receiving the payment, they reactivated the insurance system, or else the buyer who was under 

the remote command of the Council of State could still show up. to the Chinese police and provide clues. 

If no one is arrested, the police will declare the accounts abroad which will be permanently frozen by 

INTERPOL. 

Does Ba Sucha dare to accept such a high-tech transaction method? I don’t believe it. 

In the previous, few phone calls, the Chinese police couldn’t find any clues, then followed Ba Sucha’s 

method to ensure even a ghost couldn’t escape. 

Getting this group out of their lair and then bringing them to justice was Ba Sucha’s goal. So he rejected 

the thieves’ proposal all at once, saying that this way of trading was no guarantee for the safety of his 

men and added: “If you cannot bring the rhodium metal with you, do not sue.” not your activity. “ 

He was a black tiger and didn’t have time to play high-tech tricks like in the movies with a bunch of 

cowards hidden away. Without any discussion, Ba Sucha told them bluntly that he couldn’t accept this 

and that they shouldn’t call back. 

After a wait that lasted a full week, including police in Shanghai City and all of Zhejiang Province who 

waited for it with great fear, Ba Sucha finally gets a negotiation call from this group. 

Thanks to Ba Sucha’s rich experience, this group should do negotiations. 

After Ye Qing read the full handwritten report, Ba Sucha raised his neck and said in a way: “Boss, guess 

what, where we defined the place of business?” 

“How would I know? It wasn’t written in the report,” Ye Qing touched his chin and sat up straight in the 

chair. This Ba Sucha man must be on purpose. 

“On the border between western Tibet and southern Caiyun is also the border with India. Across the 

mountain is the Indian state of Assam. This group of people must have the idea to go abroad after the 

transaction. After all, they’ve got the idea of going overseas, but it’s not just the metallic rhodium, it’s 

also the gold jewelry that was stolen the first time around.” 

Ba Sucha added: “Now the Indian economy has been sullied by currency reform, and many states have 

fallen into barter poverty. There, gold is better than the US dollar. After crossing the border, relying on 

that gold to ensure they were more comfortable than the owner of the Dollar and that the whole world 

would travel freely.” 

“Initially, I wanted to put the location at No. 6, but they disagreed. The Zhejiang Provincial Police did not 

dare let me force them to compromise on sale at No. 6. They have decided to do business there in three 

days.” 

“Are you sending someone or will there be policemen in disguise?” Ye Qing suddenly thought of the last 

time Zhang Zhitong brought him this section of seamless mirror tube, “This group of thieves certainly 

prepared enough weapons to defend themselves. With their IQ, would they see through the clues of the 

transaction? Then would they choose to fight to the death?” 



“I have to send someone from here. They are looking for a Chinese person to do business with. They can 

go to two Chinese, right?” 

“I’m going sending one, and your police are sending one too, pretending to be the guide we’re looking 

for here.” 

“Boss don’t worry, psychologists have analyzed the personality of this group of people. The other part is 

a high-tech talent with a very calm personality. Their goal is to ask for money, in the two previous 

crimes. Not even a cat or a puppy was hurt, let alone an agreement.” 

“When is the time?” 

“We just need to bring two pistols to defend ourselves during the transaction. The police commando will 

catch them immediately and grab them afterward.” 

Ye Qing shrugged, thinking this matter shouldn’t be too worrying. Now, the police in Zhejiang Province 

attached great importance to this matter. With so many criminal investigators, if they can’t handle an 

arrest operation, they can just go home and take their kids to the garden to play. 

“Knock knock ~” 

At that time, the office door was gently knocked, and Ye Qing shouted to enter. The door was opened, 

and a cool girl in a black sun hat and a black leather jacket with her hands in her pockets entered. 

“Zhang Zhitong?” Ye Qing said, he just came to think of her. 

“Ye Qing ~” Coolly Zhang Zhitong lifted her head and greeted him with a smile, then closed the door: “I 

am coming picking up Mr. Ba Sucha, three days later on the day of the action, we must communicate 

the details of the action.” 

Ye Qing smiled and nodded. 

It was the first time Zhang Zhitong and Ba Sucha had met. After greeting each other, they sat down to 

one side of the desk and talked about the “Mouse Capture Operation” that was about to end. 

Ye Qing had nothing to do, so he bowed Erlang’s legs, and looked at the sale notes in his cell phone sent 

by Tianjin, while enjoying the beautiful scenery sitting on Zhang Zhitong’s side with the peripheral light. 

From her exquisite and graceful stance and waistline, Zhang Zhitong has the magical power to catch 

men’s eyes like a magnet. 

Zhang Zhitong, who considers being a police officer his greatest ideal, bowed his head to learn martial 

arts from childhood. It is no exaggeration to say how good she is and how good her figure is. 

Of course, ~ Ye Qing felt that she just enjoyed being watched. 

“Dingling bell ~” 

“Dingling bell ~” 

The beautiful moment was interrupted by an explosion of crispy bells. 



The ringing came from the satellite phone Ba Sucha had with him. After being guilty, Ba Sucha picked up 

the phone and took a look. As a result, he immediately rushed over to Zhang Zhitong and Ye Qing to 

boo: “This is the thieving gang,” after a two-second pause, he pressed the speaker, pulled out the 

recording pen he wore, and then connected the phone. 

“Mr. Black Tiger, I thought about it all night last night and felt that our transaction seemed a little 

dangerous.” 

“Thanks a lot ~ a shyer guy than a bunny.” Don’t worry about the trade. I don’t have time to play games 

with you.” 

“Don’t misunderstand me, Mr. Black Tiger, I am very sincere.” The voice on the other end of the phone 

was very sincere and calm: “I just want to add some sure assurance to the transaction between us. We 

keep the same transaction location, but in order to avoid accidents. I specially purchased a few remote 

camera drones to monitor movement within tens of miles of our exchange location. It also adds 

protection for you, right? With them, you and I don’t have to worry about a police ambush alternately.” 

“Fuck!” 

“Whore!” 

“My day...” 

Ye Qing, Ba Sucha, Zhang Zhitong, each one shouted in its own way. The three lion-headed goldfish have 

the same eyes, and you look at me, I look at you. 

What kind of group is it? And why do they want to be criminals? Obviously, they can play well in society 

by their ability. 

 


